This letter is to certify that our client’s policy is current as detailed below and cover has been granted in terms of the Insurer’s Standard Policy.

The policy referred to is current as at the date of issue of this certificate and whilst, a due date has been indicated it should be noted that the policy may be cancelled in the future. Accordingly, reliance should not be placed on the expiry date.

This certificate is not a substitute for the Policy of Insurance. The policy, not this certificate, details the rights and obligations of the Insured and the extent of the insurance cover.

**Insured:** University of Wollongong

**Policy Wording:** Combined Cargo Wording PW Issue 2 08/11/03V5431

***There is currently no household and personal effects removals cover under this policy***

**Basis of Cover:** All Risks

**Limits:**
- Any one conveyance $200,000
- Any one Location $200,000

**Property Insured:** Goods and or merchandise consisting principally of Tertiary Educational Equipment whether accompanied or unaccompanied, including return goods and stock transfers and other property of every description belonging to the Insured or for which they are responsible.

**Basis of Valuation:**
- Invoice value
- Invoice value plus charges plus 10%

**From:** Anywhere in the World
**To:** Anywhere else in the World (Excluding transits wholly within Australia)

**Extension:** Loading and Unloading

**Excess:** $250 each and every claim or series of claims arising from the one event. The claims excess does not apply to General Average and/or Salvage contributions and/or Salvage charges.

**Amended Exclusion:** Institute Extended Radioactive Contamination Exclusion Clauses 01.11.02 is Deleted with Effect from 31/12/04 And Replaced with the Institute Radioactive Contamination Chemical Biological Bio-Chemical & Electromagnetic Weapons Exclusion 10/11/03.
Insurer: Vero National Marine

Policy Number: MTO009721353

Period of Insurance: 31 December 2011 to 31 December 2012

Important Notice
This coverage summary has been prepared for general reference only. Nothing contained herein prevails over the terms, conditions and exclusions of the policy.

Signed:  

Dated: 31.01.2012